KANGAROOS ARE NOT SHOES

Cheat Sheet - Don’t Buy These Kangaroo Skin (K-Leather) Soccer Shoes

adidas
- Copa 19+**
- Copa 19.1**
- Copa 20+
- Copa 20.1
- Copa Kapitan
- Copa Mundial
- Mundial Goal
- Mundial Team
- Predator 20+ Dragon
- Predator Accelerator Remake ZZ*
- Predator Archive*
- Predator Mania 19.1 ADV*
- Predator Mania 19+ ADV*
- Predator Mania Remakes (2018 onward)
- Predator Precision Remake DB*
- World Cup

Mizuno
- Morelia KL (and IN)
- Morelia Japa
- Morelia II Japan
- Morelia Neo II (and TF)
- Morelia Neo III Beta MIJ*
- Morelia Neo II K-Leather
- Morelia Neo III Japan (and Indonesia)
- Morelia Zero Japan
- Rebula 2 Japan
- Rebula 3 Japan
- Rebula 3 Elite
- Rebula 3 Pro
- Rebula Cup
- Wave Cup*

Pantofola d’Oro
- Lazzarini Made in Italy
- Lazzarini Tongue Made in Italy
- Superleggera**
- Superleggera 2.0

PUMA
- King Platinum
- King Platinum Laser Touch
- King Pro
- King Pro TT
- King Top
- One 5.1**
- One 19.1 Leather**
- One 20.1

new balance
- 442 Pro
- Audazo V4 K-Leather IN
- Furon V5 Pro Leather**
- Furon V6 Pro Leather
- Tekela V1 Pro Leather**
- Tekela V2 Pro Leather

NIKE
- Lunar Legend VII Elite 10R IC**
- Mercurial Vapor 13 Elite Tech Craft*
- Phantom Venom Elite Tech Craft*
- Premier II
- Tiempo Legend 7 Elite**
- Tiempo Legend 8 Elite

Mizuno
- Morelia KL (and IN)
- Morelia Japa
- Morelia II Japan
- Morelia Neo II (and TF)
- Morelia Neo III Beta MIJ*
- Morelia Neo II K-Leather
- Morelia Neo III Japan (and Indonesia)
- Morelia Zero Japan
- Rebula 2 Japan
- Rebula 3 Japan
- Rebula 3 Elite
- Rebula 3 Pro
- Rebula Cup
- Wave Cup*

This is not a definitive list of k-leather soccer shoes. Models are regularly introduced and discontinued. To determine if a shoe contains kangaroo skin, it’s best to ask the salesperson and examine the shoe for content tags. Please let the staff know of your decision to purchase cleats that do not harm animals by choosing synthetic materials or fake leather (the more sustainable, the better). This is a first-of-its-kind list. Help us keep it accurate by emailing your findings to info@KangaroosAreNotShoes.org

* Special or limited edition
** Older model but currently available
Note: Diadora announced it will stop using k-leather in soccer shoes by the end of 2020
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